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Sparse linear iterative solvers are indispensable for large-scale simulations in the fields of
computational fluid dynamics and solid mechanics. In this talk, we present methods to
accelerate some of the existing solvers by using the concept of levels as developed in the
context of our RACE library framework [1]. Levels are constructed using breadth-first
search (BFS) on the graph related to the underlying sparse matrix and form the basis of
two performance optimization strategies: parallelization and blocking.

The parallelization strategy is designed for sparse kernels that have inherent data depen-
dencies. In this case, the level-based approach enables efficient shared-memory parallel
execution of the kernel by resolving the dependencies. In [1], the application of the method
to symmetric sparse-matrix vector multiplication (SpMV) has been demonstrated. On
modern multicore CPU socket, the method achieved an overall performance speedup of
1.5× compared to other existing algorithms. The approach is not limited to symmetric
SpMV but can be applied to other routines, such as preconditioners like Gauss-Seidel and
ICCG, or Kaczmarz solvers.

The second and novel performance optimization strategy using our level-based approach is
blocking, where the matrix elements are blocked in the cache to allow for high spatial and
temporal reuse. It finds its use in kernels like sparse-matrix-power vector multiplication
and Chebyshev polynomial iterations, which perform repetitive back-to-back iterations
without global synchronization in between. The method is highly effective and achieves
performance levels of 50–100 GF/s on a single modern Intel or AMD multicore chip,
providing speed-ups of typically 2–4× compared to a highly optimized classical SpMV
implementation.

After introducing optimization strategies, the talk sheds light on the application of these
optimized kernels in iterative solvers. To this end, we discuss the coupling of the RACE
library with the Trilinos framework [2] and address the application to commonly found
solvers like CG, GMRES, and its s-step variants, which benefit from our blocking opti-
mization.

The work on RACE has been started in the ESSEX project within the DFG priority
program SPPEXA and has received multiple international awards including the SC18
Best Student Poster Award and the second place in the 2019 ACM Student Research
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Competition Grand Finals [3].
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